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PER CURIAM:*

Responding to a motion to enforce a settlement agreement
signed in June, 1994 among Copeland, AFCC and CIBC, the district
court entered judgment dismissing Copeland's complaint in the
instant "Recipe Royalty" suit with prejudice in favor of AFCC and
CIBC.  As to co-defendant Merrill Lynch, the court granted judgment
"dismissing plaintiff's complaint with prejudice but reserving any
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and all rights of Alvin C. Copeland to prosecute the matter
entitled [the Lender Liability suit]."  This language is ambiguous
as to whether or not it dismisses all claims that Copeland asserted
against Merrill Lynch in the Recipe Royalty suit, or whether it
allows even those claims to be pursued in the lender liability
action pending under another cause number.  The district court's
ruling on the impact of the settlement agreement on the Lender
Liability suit was premature in this case.  Because of the
ambiguity, we reverse and remand for entry of a new judgment.

Having considered the record, as well as the briefs and
arguments of counsel, we conclude that the parties' settlement
agreement compelled dismissal with prejudice of all claims asserted
by Copeland against Merrill Lynch in the Recipe Royalty suit.  We
do not decide, however, what effect, if any, the settlement
agreement or judgment in this case may have upon the pending Lender
Liability case between Copeland and Merrill Lynch.

The judgment is REVERSED, and the case is REMANDED, for
entry of judgment in favor of Merrill Lynch dismissing plaintiff's
complaint in this Recipe Royalty lawsuit with prejudice.

 REVERSED and REMANDED for entry of judgment as stated.


